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We have measured the magnetoresistance of metallic polyacetylene at 
temperatures T between 4.2 K and 0.3 K and in fields B up to 3.4 Tesla 
both parallel and perpendicular to the average current flow. We found 
an exclusively positive magnetoresistance scaling in low fields as 
B2/T 2 for T< I K and as B2/T 3 for T> 2 K. At high doping levels the 
magnetoresistance is small and saturates in high fields at low 
temperatures. These results are independent of the particular 
geometry used and will be discussed in terms of the magnetic field 
effect on the hopping conductivity. 

One of the intriguing properties of poly- 
acetylene is its virtually metallic electrical 
conductivity when doped with suitable acceptors 
like iodine. In spite of a wealth of information 
that has been obtained about this fascinating 
organic conductor I a detailed understanding of 
the electrical transport mechanism is still 
lacking, mostly because of the complicated 
morphology and the inhomogeneities associated 
with it. 

In our present work we have measured the 
conductivity of iodine-doped polyacetylene 
(CHIy) x in the temperature range between 4.2 K 
and 0.33 K. We mostly studied samples having 
large iodine concentrations (0.15~y~0.32), 
i.e. the metallic regime. Magnetic fields up to 
3.4 Tesla were employed in both longitudinal and 
transverse geometries, including the Corbino 
arrangement. In all of our samples we found a 
positive magnetoreslstance (MR) becoming very 
large at low temperatures. The more conducting 
samples had a smaller MR which saturated at low 
temperatures, irrespective of the particular 
geometry. Our results are thus different from 
those obtained earlier by Kwak et al. 2 and 
Gould et al. 3 on AsF 5 doped (CH) x and by RSss 
et el. 4 who find a negative MR at 4.2 K in very 
metallic samples. Obviously, the detailed form 
and even the sign of the MR depends on how 
metallic the samples are prepared. 

We used samples which were polymerized 
either according to Luttinger 5 or Shirakawa 6. 
Treating a 0.6 mm thick layer of Luttinger 
catalyst solution containing l mg cobalt nitrate 
and 3 mg sodium boronhydride per ml ethanol at 
-78°C with acetylene gas results in a sponge 
llke red polymer layer that was washed twice 
with ethanol and dried under vacuum. The re- 
suiting shiny film was about 40 ~m thick and 
weighed 3 mg/cm 2. Alternatively, the wall of a 
20 cm long round bottomed, evacuated flask of 
5 cm diameter was wettet at -78°C with a degassed 
Shirakawa catalyst solution containing 3.0 ml 

aluminiumtriethyl and 1.9 ml titanium tetrabut- 
oxide in 20 ml toluene, aged for one hour. 
Allowing acetylene gas to flow immediately into 
the flask, a film was formed, which, after re- 
moval of the unreacted catalyst solution, was 
washed 15 times with dry pentane and then dried. 
The resulting film was 80 ~m thick and weighed 
2 mg/cm 2. Both types of samples were stored 
under vacuum on dry ice. 

Doping was performed by repeatedly ex- 
posing the samples to iodine vapor and conse- 
cutive vacuum pumping at room temperature. 
Iodine content of the samples was determined by 
weighing before and after doping. We did not 
find any differences between the Luttinger and 
Shirakawa samples, except for the observation 
that the latter ones could be doped more easily 
to higher levels. Only for this reason the data 
presented here are all from Shirakawa samples. 

The samples were cooled in a 3He cryostat. 
In order to have good thermal contact the 
samples were immersed into the liquid 3He. The 
resistance was measured in a four-terminal 
method either with a high resolution dc volt- 
meter or with a low frequency ac bridge and a 
lock-in null detector. Care was taken to avoid 
heating effects by keeping the measuring current 
sufficiently low (N | ~A). Soft gold-plated 
spring contacts were used as electrodes. A 
magnetic field could be applied to the samples 
both parallel to the direction of the average 
current flow (longitudinal MR) and perpendicular 
(transverse MR). In addition a Corbino geometry 
was employed. In this case the concentric 
electrodes were painted directly on the sample 
(gold paint). We did not notice any significant 
influence of the particular geometry on our data. 

Upon cool-down the resistance R o of our 
samples (measured in zero magnetic field) in- 
creased at a rate which depended very much on 
the doping level. Whereas hlgh-Ohmic samples 
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(specific resistance p at.4.2 K>~ 10 -3 ~m) showed 
the well-known exp(To/T)!/45ehavior character- 
istic for "variable-range hopping" (VRH), the 
more conducting samples (p~]O -3 f~m at 4.2 K) 
had much less variation, sometimes following a 
power law R o = T -x with x < |, though no consistent 
picture could be obtained in the latter case. 
Fig. I shows some typical temperature dependencies 
obtained in zero magnetic field. The different 
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Fig. ]. Temperature dependence of the resistance 
of various samples of (CHI~) x in B = O. The . 
values for T O are from a fzt to a exp(To/T) I/~ 
law. The scale for the lowest curve has been 
expanded in order to demonstrate the different 
functional form. 

behavior of the more metallic samples is probably 
due to some other conduction process, e.g. 
impurity band conduction. In fact, it is some- 
what surprising that even at doping levels as 
high as about 20% we still observe VRH though 
the mean distance between the acceptor sites 
(15) could be as short as ~O ~. It should be 
mentioned that most of the data are also con- 
sistent with somewhat different dependencies 
like exp(To/T) I/n with n ranging from 2 to 5. 
Because these temperature dependencies are 
fairly weak it is impossible to determine n 
accurately from our data which cover only a 
rather limited interval on the T -I/n scales. 
Much more detailed information, however, is 
generally obtained from the MR which for VRH 
strongly depends on both the temperature and the 
magnetic field. 

Applying a magnetic field always resulted 
in an increase of the resistance (positive MR: 
AR/R o 5 (R(B)-Ro)/Ro > O) except for the heavily 
doped samples at high temperatures (~4.2 K) 
where it became vanishingly small (&R/Ro< Io-~). 
Figure 2 shows a characteristic set of data ob- 
tained at various constant temperatures. All of 
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Fig. 2. Longitudinal magnetoresistance AR/R o at 
various temperatures. The solid lines are fits 
of equation (2). 

our samples and geometries had the following 
behavior. The MR increased rapidly with de- 
creasing temperature becoming very large 
(AR/R o> I) at low temperatures for the more 
resistive samples. The more conducting samples 
had a much lower MR which at low temperatures 
saturated 7 when the magnetic field was increased 
to 3.4 T. Analyzing the small field behavior we 
find the MR to be proportional to B 2 and within 
our temperature interval to scale as T -2 below 
! K and as T -3 above 2 K, see Fig. 3. The B 2 
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Fig. 3. a) In small fields the magnetoresistance 
is proportional to B 2. b) The coefficient is 
strongly temperature dependent. 

regime became narrower as the samples were doped 
more heavily because of the tendency of the MR 
to saturate at low temperatures in spite of its 
small value. Thus it is not the absolute value 
of AR/R o which determines the deviation from the 
B 2 law. At 4.2 K the MR (when measurable at all) 
remained proportional to B 2 up to our highest 
field. 

Analyzing the saturating behavior in high 
fields is more difficult because of the limited 
data. Only at low temperatures and high iodine 
concentrations saturation could be observed. 
Furthermore, this regime might be affected by 
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the onset of a different MR. ? Therefore, we can 
make only the following qualitative remark. 
Saturation is approached probably not by any 
power law but rather exponentially fast (see 
below). Further work at lower temperatures and/ 
or higher fields is required to determine this 
regime unambiguously. 

Turning to the interpretation of our results 
we feel that out of the various effects a magne- 
tic field can have on the charge carriers the 
shrinking of the hole wavefunction which inhibits 
the hopping mechanism 8 is the most likely can- 
didate in our case. This interpretation is 
supported in particular by the zero field data 
indicating a VRH type charge transport. Further- 
more, the above mentioned geometry independence 
of our data seem to rule out the classical MR 
caused by deflection of trajectories by the 
Lorentz force. 9 In fact, the fleecy structure of 
polyacetylene most certainly inhibits the build- 
up of a Hall voltage. I0 For the VRH mechanism 
at moderate fields only a small anlsotropy may 
be expected 8 which will be further reduced by 
the unoriented fibrillar structure. 
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Assuming VRH the conductivity o is reduced 
by a moderate magnetic field according to 

o(B) = o I exp(-B2/B~). (|) 

In case of a constant density of s~ates N at 
the Fermi level E F one has B~T 3/4. If, on 
the other hand, N = (&E) 2 where AE= E- EF, one 
finds B~ ~ T 3/2. For stronger fields the exponent 
in either case becomes less field and less 
temperature dependent. 8 Equation (I) leads to a 
MR increasing in proportion to B 2 in small 
fields and then diverging exponentially. II Our 
data, though, show a tendency to saturate in 
higher fields which is the more pronounced the 
higher the doping level. We interpret this as 
evidence for another transport mechanism which 
is much less sensitive to the magnetic field 
and which shortens out the vanishing VRB. 
Amending equation (I) by an additive constant 
o 2 we have 

o(B) = o I exp(-B2/B~) + 02 . (2) 

From equation (2) the MR can be calculated and 
fit to the data by adjusting the two fit para- 
meters o2/oi and B~ at a given temperature. As 
can be seen from Fig.2 the fit is fair though 
not perfect, some systematic deviation exists at 
the lowest temperatures where saturation is 
actually approached more slowly. This is most 
likely due to a beginning transition to the 
strong field case. The temperature dependence of 
the fit parameters is shown in Figs. 4a and 4b. 
We notice that B~ follows approximately a power 
law T 1"5. For (B/Bo) 2<<] (i.e. T> 2 K) the two 
parameters are correlated and only the ratio 
oi/(oi+ o2)B~ can be obtained which, of course, 
is identical to the coefficient AR/RoB 2 dis- 
played in Fig.3. Applying equation (2) to the 
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Fig.  4. Temperature dependence of the f i t  para-  
meters B~ (4a) and o2/o 1 (4b) of eq. (2) .  4c): 
Ol(T) and o2(T) of eq. (3) .  

zero f i e l d  data we have 

Po = ° ( ° ) -1  = (al  + °2 ) - l "  (3) 

From the measured temperature dependence of 0o 
and the known ratio o2/01 (as determined above) 
we obtain of(T) and o2(T) separately, see Fig.4c. 
In view of the crudeness of our model it is 
probably not very meaningful to consider these 
dependencies in detail, we just notice that o 2 
is always larger than o I and therefore dominates 
the zero field data. Both quantities vary from 
sample to sample and temperature dependence of 
the small field data (Fig.3b) within this model 
might accidentally be given by the T -2 and T -3 
power laws. The remarkable feature of our model 
is that for all samples investigated we find 
B~ in agreement with VRH and N = (AR)2. It would 
be desirable to have a more detailed theoretical 
model of the magnetoresistance to compare our 
data with. 

In sun~ary, we attribute the large positive 
magnetoresistance we find below 4.2 K to a 
variable-range hopping conduction in the pre- 
sence of another transport mechanism which is 
less sensitive to a magnetic field and whose 
nature will be investigated in more detail in 
the future. 
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